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Abstract. A nonisothermal microstructure evolution model, governed by a Helm-
holtz free energy which need not be convex as a function of deformations, is formu-
lated by using a convexified geometry proposed already in [13]. A multidimensional
but scalar case is treated. It is shown that, as a special case, this model includes
the usual nonlinear thermo-visco-elasticity. In the case of an actual appearance of
a microstructure, the existence of a weak solution to a partial linearized model is
shown by a semi-implicit time discretization.

0. Introduction and notation. The aim of this paper is to extend the isothermal
evolution model of a microstructure, proposed in [13], for the case of nonisother-
mal processes. There are several alternative models already proposed in the litera-
ture, namely, the phase-field type model by Fremond [6] (cf. also Colli, Fremond,
and Visintin [2] or Hoffmann, Niezgodka, and Zheng Songmu [7]) and the Landau-
Ginzburg-Devonshire type model by Falk [5] (cf. also Alt, Holfmann, Niezgodka,
and Sprekels [1], Niezgodka and Sprekels [12], or Sprekels [7]). The model proposed
here might be considered "philosophically" as a certain combination of the models by
Fremond and by Falk because it involves, on the one hand, a single free energy for all
phases like Falk's model and, on the other hand, a microstructure which can "macro-
scopically" describe local portions of particular phases in a mixture very much like
the parameters /? in Fremond's model. The microstructure will be modelled here by
the (suitably generalized) Young measures.

First, let us introduce briefly some less standard notation needed for the model
from [13]. Unfortunately, we will have to confine ourselves to the scalar case be-
cause the existence of a nontrivial convex compactification (on which our theory is
essentially based) is an open problem in vectorial multidimensional problems. The
model from [13] involves as a state at a current time a couple q = (w, m) e Q where
u e Hq(Q.) is a displacement and m e Car(Q; Rn)* is a "microstructure" which can
be understood as a certain generalization of a Young measure representing, roughly
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speaking, oscillations (and possibly also concentrations) in the spatial gradient Vm .
Here Qc l" is a bounded Lipschitz domain and Car(£2; R") denotes the linear
space of all Caratheodory functions h\ Q x R" —» R (that means h(-,v) are mea-
surable and h(x, •) are continuous) with at most quadratic growth, i.e., |h(x , «)l <
ah(x) + bh\v\2 for some ah e l'(Q) and bh < +00. We will consider Car(Q; R")
as a locally convex space endowed by the collection of seminorms {| • |r}r€R with
\h\ = supM m <r\ Lh{x, v(x)) dx\. Let us abbreviate F = L2(£2) x Car(£2; R")

" "L2(n)-

and P = F* = L2(£2) x Car(Q; R")*, where P is considered in the weak x weak*
topology (the star will denote the dual space); L (Q) is identified with its own
dual. We imbed //0' (Q) into P by means of a mapping i: (£2) —► P defined
by »«(«, e(Vu)) with the imbedding e: L2(Q; R") —» Car(£2; Rn)* defined by
e(v)(h) = /n h(x, v(x)) dx . Note that i is continuous when H0 (Q) is endowed with
its norm topology. Then we define the state space Q as the closure of /(//0'(Q)) in
P . It was proved in [ 13] that Q is a convex, a-compact, locally compact, closed sub-
set of P. For p = (u, m) e P, we put |||/>||| = \{(u, m), (0, hN))\1'2 = | (m, hN)\x'2,
where hN = Car(Q; R") is defined by hN(x, v) = |f|2 and (•, •) denotes (and will
always denote) the canonical duality pairing between the respective spaces. Obvi-
ously, \\\i(u)\\\ = UmII^q) = (fn\Vu\2 dx)1'2 for all u e //0'(Q); hence, ||| • ||| is a
continuous extension on Q of the usual norm in the Sobolev space H0 (£2).

Let S,: L2(Q.; R") —> Car(Q; R") be defined by £, — (^,, ... , £n) ht, where
h((x, v) = (H(x) ■ v = £iix)vi • The adjoint mapping S*: Car(Q; R")* —►
L2(£2; R") assigns each microstructure m € Car(Q; R")* its "mean value" (also
called a first momentum). For q = («, m) e Q we have always S\m — Vm .

Let us still recall the definition from [14] of the substitution (denoted by " • ") of
a microstructure m € Car(Q ; R")* into a Caratheodory function h e Car(Q; Rn),
which represents a generalization of the classical Nemytskii operator. Denoting by
J!(£2) = l'(£2)** the space of finitely additive, absolutely continuous measures with
a bounded variation on £2, we define h • m e ^f(Q) by the relation

(h • m , f) — (m , hf) V/eL°°(C2). (0.1)
The following regularity holds: if hf £ Car(£2; R") for all / € Lr(£2) with some
r < +00, then h • m e Lr^(r_1'(Q). Then obviously (gh) • m = g(h • m) for all
g e Lr(Q). For any v e L2(Q; R"), we have obviously [h • e(w)](x) = h(x, v(x))
for a.a. jc e £2; therefore, the mapping m >-> h • m is actually the extension of
the Nemytskii operator generated by h . Let us emphasize that the geometry of
Car(£2; R")* makes this extended operator linear, although the original Nemystii
operator Z/(fi; Rn) -+ l'(£2) is generally nonlinear (of course, with respect to the
usual geometry of L2(£2;R")).

1. A steady-state situation. We want to derive by a standard thermomechnical way
a model of a nonisothermal evolution of a microstructure and, at the same time, to
use the convex geometry imposed on Q from P similarly to what was done in [13].
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Let us begin in this section with a steady-state situation. We admit a heterogenous
material.

The state of our system will now include a temperature 9, being thus a triple
(6, q) = (6, u, m) e L2(Q) x Q. As usual, the starting point will be a Helmholtz
free energy density y/x: R+ x R x R" —► R at a current point xetl which will be
chosen in the form

y/x(0, u, v) = (p0{x)u + <px(x, v) + a(x, 0)<p2(x, v) - c0(x)6\nd, (1.1)

where c0 e L°°(Q) is a heat capacity (greater than some positive constant), <p0 e
L2(£l) is the external loading, (px , (p2 e Car(Q;Rn) determine a temperature-
dependent elastic potential, and a(x, ■): R —>■ R is a continuous function corre-
sponding to thermal expansion. We suppose a coercivity of cp x

<px(x, v) > a\v\2 - b{x) (1.2)

with some a positive and b e L] (Q.) and at most linear growth of both (p2 and a:

\(p2{x,y)\<C\v\ + b(x), (1.3)
|«(x, 0)| < C\6\ + b(x), (1.4)

with some C < +00 and b e L2(Q). Obviously, (1.3) with (1.4) guarantee a(d)tp2 e
Car(fi;R") whenever 6 e L2(Q), where a{0)<p2 abbreviates naturally the function
{x, v) i-> a(x, d(x))<p2(x, V).

Example 1.1. The standard one-dimensional nonlinear thermo-elasticity model
(see, e.g., [4]) can be obtained by the choice n = 1 and

(Px{x, v) = \v2,
q>2{x, v) = v.

Example 1.2. The one-dimensional shape memory alloy model of a Devonshire
type uses (px{x, v) = v6 - t>4 and <p2{x, v) = v2 \ cf. [1, 5, 7, 17]. To satisfy our
growth requirements (px e Car(Q; R") and (1.3), we need to modify both <pl and
(p2, for example, in the following manner:

(px{x, v) = (/-V)/(l +av4),
<p2(x, v) = v2/(\ +a|w|)

for some small a > 0. Note that the potential <px + a(d)(p2 is a nonconvex function
of v wherever a{6) < 0, which necessarily creates a nontrivial microstructure in
the steady state.

Continuing the standard thermomechanical approach, we define the entropy den-
sity as

sx(0, u,v) = -^.(6, u, v) — a'Q(x, 6)<p2{x, v) + cQ(x) + c0{x) In 6 (1.7)

and the internal energy density as
e JO, u,v) = y/ {6, u, v) + 6s (0, u, v)

, (1.8)
= <Pq{x)u + <px(x, v) + (q(x, 6) - 6a0(x, 0))<p2(x, v) + c0(x)6 .
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For q — (u, m) e Q and appropriate 6 e L2(Q.) we still define the corresponding
distribution of free energy, entropy, and internal energy as (in general) measures on
ft:

y/(6 , q) = i//(6 , u, m) = <p0u + (<p{ + a(d)<p2) • m - cQ0\nd,

s(6 , q) = s(6 , u, m) = —(a'(0)^2) • m + c0 + c0 In 6

e(8, q) = e(0, u, m) = (p0u + (#>, + a(d)(p2 - da'(0)<p2) • m + co0.

The total Helmholtz free energy 4*: L2(Q) x //0' (ft) —> R is then classically defined
by

*F(0,w) = [ t//(0(x),u(x),Vu(x))dx.
J £2

Here we define also the extended total free energy for q e P by

*Fe(0, g) - (0, u, m) = [ y/(0, w , /n)(x) dx
Jn

= <m, 9?0> + <m, p,) + (m, a(0)<p2) - / co(x)0(x)ln0(x)<£t
./n

(for the last equality use Eq. (0.1) with / = 1) and the augmented free energy by

(0, u, m) if (u, m) e Q,
*¥{0,q) = V(0,u,m) ev

+oo otherwise.

Note that represents on Q a continuous extension of V because *Fe(0, i(u)) =
4*(0 , m) for every u e HQ (Q). In view of this fact, let us omit the subscript "e" for
"extended" without any misunderstanding. Analogously, we also define the extended
total entropy <9" and total internal energy I? by

S*(8, q) = S"(9, u, m) = [ s(6, u, m)(x)dx ,
Jn

l?(0, q) = f*(0, u, m) = f e(0, u, m)(x) dx.
Jn

2. A nonlinear thermomechanical evolution model. Now we want to formulate a
time evolution of the state (6, q) = (0(t), q{t)) for t e [0, 1]. As usual, a dot will
abbreviate the time derivative, e.g. 0 = j-t0 .

For the momentum equation we need to prescribe the kinetic and the Rayleigh
dissipative energies, denoted respectively by T and Rg with 0 e L (Q); here we
admit the dissipation to be temperature dependent. We take them as in [ 13, Examples
2.1 and 2.2], As for T: P —> E, we consider a positive mass density g e L°°(Q);
take the linear operator S0: L2(Q) —> F defined by S0£ = (y/Q^, 0); and, for
q = (it, m) e P, put

T(q) = = \ J^Q(x)it(x)2 dx. (2.1)

As for Re : P —> R, we consider a measure space I of abstract indices i and a
measurable function dfl: I xQx R" -+ R describing the dissipative mechanism such
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that
meas(/) < +c» ,
Vx e Q: the collection {dg(i, x, -)}/e/ is equi-continuous, (2.2)

3d0 G L (/ x Q), dx G 1: \de(i, x, v)\ < dQ(i, x) + dx\v\,
and then take the operator Sg: L (I x Q) —► F defined by Sg£ — (0, hg ^) with
hg ^ G Car(Q; R") prescribed by hg ((x ,v) = fI £(/, x)dg(i, x,v)di, and put

Rg(<i) — lll^^ll^f/xn) • (^.3)
It is not difficult to verify that (2.2) ensures actually hg ^ G Car(Q; R") and the
linear operator £ t-» hg L2(I x Q) -> Car(Q; R") to be bounded. Besides, for
p = (u, m) G P, we can see that [Sgp](i, x) - [d{i, •, •) • m](x) for a.a. (i, x) G
I x Q. because {Sgp, £) = Ja[hg i • m](x) dx — JlxQ^{i, x)[d(i m](x) dx di
for any it, G L (/ x Q). We will still define the distribution of the dissipative energy
rg(q) G by

re(4)(x) = J[dg(i, •) • m]2(x)di, with q = {u, m). (2.4)

It is obvious that Rg(q) = farg(q)(x)dx. The bilinear forms corresponding to T
and Rg will be denoted by f: P x P —> R and Rg: P x P —> R, respectively.
That means, e.g., T(pl, p2) = {S^px, SqP2) . Since only elements from5'0(L2(Q)) U
Se{L (/ x Q)) c F come into account to evaluate T(p) and Rg{p), we may in fact
consider p G 50(L2(Q))* n Sg{L2(I x Q))*. We will adopt this convention when
writing expressions of the type T(q(t)) and Rg(q(t)), and we will then understand
q(t) as the weak* limit of e~1(q(t + e)-q(t)) in S0(L2(Q))* C\Sg(L2(I x Q))* only.

Following [13], we consider the generalized momentum equation for evolution of
q = (u, m) in the differential inclusion form

DTq + +DRgq + d^(6,q)B 0, (2.5)
where 3 ^a(fl, q) denotes the subgradient of the convex function xI'a(0, ■): P —*
Rn {+00} at a point q G Q and DT, DRg: P —> P* are the Gateaux derivatives of
T and Rg , respectively; for example, DRg = S*e*S*g . We need still an equation for
the internal energy balance, which is naturally considered in the form

e(d, q) + V •; = Ax +A2, (2.6)
where j is a heat flux and Ax and A2 are heat sources balancing respectively the
dissipation of the mechanical energy and the temperature dependence of the elas-
tic potential cp{ + a(0)<p2. We will determine Ax , A2 from the standard energy-
preservation requirement

?{0(t),q{t)) + T{q(t)) = const, for te [0,1] (2.7)
by the following, a bit formal calculations (cf. Remark 2.2). Supposing, for a mo-
ment, that *¥(6, •) is smooth, we get by multiplying (2.5) by q the energetic iden-
tity j-t(T{q) + *¥(6, q)) + y{6, q)0 + R{q) = 0. Integrating (2.6) over Q gives
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q) - fn(^i(x) + A2(x))dx provided j = 0 on dQ.. Altogether,

^(r(0 , q) + T(q)) = - j-V(6 , q) - S*(0 , q)8 - R(q) + j ^x) + A2(x)) dx

= / (x) - rg(q)(x)) dx
J Q

+ [ {A2(x)-v(6,q){x)-s{e,q){x)6(x))dx.
Jq

A comparison with (2.7) suggests naturally taking At — re{q) and A2 = ^(0, q) +
s(0, q)Q . Putting these into (2.6) and realizing that e{6, q) = y/{8, q) + s(6, q)6 +
s{6, q)6, we obtain the equation

0s(6,q) + V-j = re{q). (2.8)

In view of Eq. (1.7) we have s(8, q) = [a\8)8(p2\ • m + [a(8)tp2] • m + c08/8.
Putting this into Eq. (2.6) gives

c08 + V • j = re(q) + [dd\d)d(p2\ • m + [8a(8)(p2] • m. (2.9)

Now we want to verify the entropy condition

±Ls"(8,q)> 0. (2.10)

From Eq. (2.8) we get immediately

+ (2U)

and we can see that (2.10) will actually be fulfilled if we put j = —AV8 and isolate
our system by imposing the boundary condition dd/dv = 0 on dQ, where u is a
normal to d£l. Here A € L°°(Sl) is a positive heat conductivity coefficient. Then
we can eventually rewrite Eq. (2.9) to get the desired heat transfer equation:

c08 - V • (AV0) = rg{q) + [8a\8)8<p2] *m + [8a{8)<p2] • m . (2.12)

Of course, we have supposed 8 > 0, but from the maximum principle for Eq.
(2.12) we can see that (at least) every sufficiently regular solution will satisfy this
hypothesis provided the initial state satisfies it. As a result, our model seems to be
thermodynamically correct.

To simplify our problem a bit, we will assume a(x, •) to be affine, which is, in
view of Eq. (1.1), of the same generality as if we assume a(x, •) to be linear, i.e.,

a(x, 8) = a0(x)8 with a0eL°°(Q). (2.13)

This considerably simplifies the internal energy (1.8): ex(8, u, v) = (p0(x)u-\-(px{x, v)
+ c0(x)8 , and also the right-hand side of Eq. (2.12): rg(q) + [a0d<p2] • m .

We complete our problem by imposing also some initial conditions on the state:

8{O,-) = 80eL2(Q), (2.14)
q(0) = q0eQ, (2.15)
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and initial conditions on the impulse:

m=P0£p-, (2-16)
and eventually for the boundary condition for the heat flux, for simplicity, let us take

^ = 0 ondft. (2.17)du
Now we are to formulate our problem weakly. Let us agree that S*tp will mean the

function (t, x) i-> [5q/>(?)](^) , and similarly Sgp means the function (t, i, x)
[S*g{l)p{t)](i, x). For 6 £ L2((0, 1) x Q) let us define the set s>/e of admissible
trajectories by

J*g = {q:[0, 1 ]-+Q; S*0qeL2((0, 1 )x£2), S]q e l\{ 0, l)x/x£2),

4>0l.qeL\( 0, 1) x Q), <f)2.qeL2(( 0, l)xQ)},
where </>01 = (<p0, cp{) e F and <f>2 = (0, <p2) e F, and, for example, (f>0l • q with
q - (u, m) means <pQu + <pl • m so that /n[^01 • q{t)](x)dx = (q(t), . Note
that the Gateaux derivative of *¥(d, •): P —> E is constant over P and equal to
</>01 + a(d)(f)2 e F c F**, and then , q) = (p0l + a(d)(p2 + NQ(q) where
Ng(q) = {(p e P* - F**; Mq e Q: {(f>, q - q) > 0} is the normal cone to Q at
the point q e Q. We shall obtain our weak formulation by multiplying (2.5) and
(2.12) by suitable test functions and making the per-parts integration in time, and
eventually using Green's formula for Eq. (2.12).

Definition 2.1. The trajectory {6, q) = (6,u,m) e [L2(0, 1;//0'(fl)) n
0 2C (0, 1; L (£2))] x s/g is the weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the system

(2.5) and (2.12) with Eqs. (2.13)-(2.17) if q fulfills Eq. (2.15) and, for all q € s/e
with ^(1) = <?(1),

[ (-f{q,q-q) + Re(q,q-q) + {q~q,(f)0l+a0d(t>2))dt>T{p0,q(0)-q0), (2.18)
Jo

and, for every z e C°°([0, 1] x fi) with z(l, •) = 0,

n{-c00z + XV6 ■ Vz - r„(q)z - [aQd(p2z] • m) dxdt = [ 0Qz(0, •) dx . (2.19)
! Ja

Let us note that all the integrals in (2.18) and (2.19) have actually a sense; realize
that, for 6 e L2((0, 1) x Q) and q € , we have always (q(t), a06(t, -)</>2) =
fQa0(x)d(t, x)[cf)2 • q](x)dx e L2(0, 1), and re(q) = f,S*(q)2 di e l'((0, 1) x D.)
(cf. (2.4)), and moreover [aQd(p2z] • m = aQdz[<f)2 •4]eL1((0, l)xQ). Also the
initial condition (2.14) has a good sense because 6 e C°(0, 1; L2(Q)), while Eq.
(2.15) has a rather "energetic" sense only, i.e., only the components S^q , S*eq, and
<j>2 • q are factually essential (cf. also [13]).

We will show that our model is factually an immediate generalization of a classical
nonlinear thermo-visco-elasticity model, which will justify it a bit. Let us emphasize
that the proper applications of our model are in cases with nonconvex free energy
like the shape memory alloys from Example 1.2 where a nontrivial microstructure is
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essentially inevitable, but in spite of this, for a very special data, our model basically
coincides with (a scalar version of) the nonlinear thermo-visco-elasticity system (see
[4, 9, 10], for example):

qu - V • {^Vu) - Au - 1 • V(qo0) = - cp0,

c0d-V- (AV0) - n\Vm|2 - 1 • a06Vu = 0.

Here /j. e L°°(Q) is a viscosity coefficient, the other coefficients g , X, c0, aQ,
and (p0 have the same meaning as previously established, and 1 — (1, ... , 1)gR"
is used to scalarize the respective terms; this is certainly rather artificial since we
here consider u to be scalar-valued while the proper multidimensional model should
involve u as Revalued (cf., e.g., [9, 10]). We complete Eqs. (2.20) with the initial
conditions

u{0, •) = u0,
u{0, •) = , (2.21)

8( O,.) = 0o-
A couple (d,u)e[L2(0, 1; Hl(0)) n C°(0, 1; L2(Q))] x//'(0, 1;//0'(Q)) will be
called a weak solution of Eqs. (2.20), (2.21) with the boundary conditions (2.17)
and u = 0 on dQ. if the following integral identities are satisfied for every z e
C°°([0, 1] xQ) with z(l, •) = 0:

n{—Quz + juVu • Vz + 1 • aQ0Vz + Vu • Vz + <pQz) dx dt = / ulz(0,-)dx,
! Jo. ^2 22)

n{-c06z + XV 6 ■ Vz - //| Vw|2z - 1 • qo0Vwz) dx dt = f 00z(0,-)dx.
1 Jn (2.23)

To show that our model can cover Eqs. (2.20), (2.21), we take the following special
data:

2(py{x,v) = i|v| ,

. . ^ (2.24)(p2(x,v) = 2^^,;
i=i

7 = {1, ... , n},
(2.25)

dg{i,x,v) = s//i(x)vr
Note that Eqs. (2.25) obviously satisfy (2.2) and determine, independently of 6,
Se: L2(Q; E") -» F : £ ^ h( with h((x, v) = sjfi(x) £i(x)vi; therefore, Sg =
y/JiSl . Besides, for n = 1 , Eqs. (2.24) coincide apparently with Eqs. (1.5).

Proposition 2.1. If (6, u, m) is a solution due to Definition 2.1 with the data (2.24)
and (2.25), then

m(t) = e(Vu(t)) for a.a. t e [0, 1] (2.26)
and (0, u) is a weak solution of Eqs. (2.20), (2.21) provided the initial conditions
(2.14)—(2.16) and (2.21) are related by q0 = (w0, mQ) and pQ = (m, , m,) with mQ
and m, arbitrary.
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Proof. Let us first prove that

{m, <py) > (e(Vu), <p{) V(m, m) g Q. (2.27)

By the very definition of Q, there is a net {m(} c such that e{Vut) —►
m in Car(£2; R")*. In particular, (e(V!/;), p,) —* {m,<p,) and also (Vm(,£) =
{e(Vut), S^) -+ (m,S\£) = (S*m,£) = <Vw,f) for any £ e L2(Q;R"), which
shows that w; —► w weakly in //q (fi). However, by the convexity of r/7, (x, •) we have
always liminf(^(Vi/!), <px) - liminf fn q>x(x, Vut(x)) dx > fn <px(x, Vu(x)) dx —
(e{Vu), <px), which proves (2.27).

Moreover, the equality in (2.27) appears if and only if m = e{Vu). Indeed, the
equality in (2.27) implies ||«,||^i(n) = 2(f?(Vw,), <p{) -> 2{e{Vu), <px) = ||M||^j(n).
By the uniform convexity of the norm of (Q), we get w( —* u strongly in
Hq(SI) . For any h e Car(Q; R") we then have (e(Vut), h) = fQh(x, Vut(x))dx —►
fah(x, Vu(x))dx = (e(Vu), h) because of the continuity of the Nemytskii opera-
tor L2(Q; R") —> L^Q) generated by the Caratheodory integrand h. Since h is
arbitrary, m = e(Vw).

Let us still notice that T{qx, q2) = fngulu2dx and , ^j) = fnnVulVu2dx
for any q. = (m., mj eQ, i = 1,2.

To prove Eq. (2.26) let us put q - i(u) into (2.18) with a possible change only
for t - 1. This makes zero all terms but the one with q>x , which gives f0' (e(Vu) -
m,<px)dt > 0. In view of (2.27) it implies (e(Vu(t)), (px) = (m(t), <px) for a.a.
t € [0, 1]. As shown above, this means just Eq. (2.26).

Now, takee > 0 and plug q = i(u + ez) into (2.18). We also use (2.27) and
the identity (e(Va + eVz) - e{Vu), <px) - fn(eVu ■ Vz + 5£2|Vz|2) tic. This gives
eventually the inequality

17./o Jn
e2 dxdteguz + efiVu • Vz + 1 • eao0Vz + eVw • Vz + e^0z + y |Vz|

> [ sguxz(0, ■)dx. (2.28)
Jci

Now we derive (2.28) by e > 0 and then pass to the limit as e tends to zero, which
causes the term j /ne|Vz|2^Z to vanish. We get eventually

n(-guz + //Vw ■ Vz + 1 -a^dVz + Vw • Vz + <pQz) dt > [ gu.z(0,-)dx. (2.29)
! J n

This must hold also for -z instead of z , which yields even equality in (2.29). This
is just Eq. (2.22), however.

The identity (2.23) follows immediately from Eq. (2.19) when one realizes that
rg{Q) = T,"=^[Sg{q)2]{i, ■) = n\Vu\2 and [ao0p2] • m = 1 • aQ0Vw . □

Certainly, an important theoretical justification for our model is a uniqueness at
least in special cases (let us emphasize that in the general case uniqueness naturally
cannot be expected; cf. [13, Sec. 5]):
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Corollary 2.1. Let the data (2.24)-(2.25) be taken. If Eqs. (2.20), (2.21) possess
a unique weak solution (6, u), then the solution (6, u, m) due to Definition 2.1 is
also unique.

Remark 2.1. The relation (2.26) means that the microstructure m has a trivial
character. If m could be represented as a Young measure, Eq. (2.26) would mean that
this measure is a Dirac one almost everywhere. Of course, such trivial microstructure
is related only with the special data (2.24), (2.25) and certainly cannot be expected
in general cases; cf. also the numerical experiments performed in [15] for a certain
isothermal one-dimensional case with a nonconvex free energy.

Remark 2.2. We derive Eq. (2.12) from the energy balance a bit formally as
if *Fa would be smooth. However, it is known that for systems like (2.5) with 4/a
nonsmooth and taking values including oo , such an energy balance can be violated by
"inelastic interactions" of the mass in the second-order term gu with the distributed
obstacle on u (cf. [16]). On the other hand, it seems (and numerical experiments
in [15] confirm this) that this does not appear in our system where u is, in fact, not
constrained and q = (u, m) e Q represents a constraint on m only, but m does
not appear explicitly in the kinetic energy form T.

Remark 2.3. In case the initial data are regular enough, the uniqueness of Eqs.
(2.22), (2.23) assumed in Corollary 2.1 has been proved in [4] for n = 1 , while for
n = 3 it follows when adapting the results of [10] to our scalar case.

3. A partially linearized problem. We have seen in Proposition 2.1 that our problem
includes basically also multidimensional nonlinear thermo-visco-elasticity which is it-
self a difficult problem solved only recently by a somewhat nonobstructive manner in
[9]. A one-dimensional nonlinear thermo-visco-elasticity allows a more constructive
approach (see [4]), but in both cases a spatial regularity of Vu is employed. In the
general case, this would perhaps corresponds here to some spatial regularity of m,
which is presently a rather unclear matter. Besides, the fixed-point technique used in
[9] requires the solution of the momentum equation for a given 6 to be unique (and
dependent on 6 continuously in an appropriate sense). This approach would have
to be modified for our problem because the uniqueness of the solution of (2.5) for a
fixed 6 generally does not hold (cf. the example in [13, Sec. 5]). Yet, the modified,
multivalued versions of the Schauder fixed-point theorem require the set of solutions
of (2.5) to be convex, which is unfortunately not evident here. On the contrary, situ-
ations like that investigated in [16] show that the second-order inequality of the type
(2.5) can have a nonconvex set of solutions provided an "obstacle" acts on u and
provided no other conditions of a local energy preservation type are imposed. (This,
however, still gives our problem, which has no explicit obstacle on u,a chance; cf.
also Remark 2.2.)

All of this forces us to accept the standard simplification which, in the case of
Eqs. (2.20), neglects the term ^|Vw| while replacing qq0Vm by aQ60Vu (cf., e.g.,
[3, 11]). This relies on the assumptions that the process is sufficiently slow so that
it produces a negligible amount of heat by dissipation of the mechanical energy and
that the temperature 8 does not differ too much from the initial temperature 60 .
The system thus resulting from Eqs. (2.20) is obviously linear.
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In our case we modify analogously the heat equation (2.12); that means we replace
it by

c06 - V • (AV0) = [aQ6Q(p2] • m . (3.1)

A similar simplification has been used also in [2, Eq. (2.7)]. Besides, to simplify con-
siderably the derivation of the a priori estimates and to enable a direct usage of [ 13]
for the convergence proof, we shall confine ourselves to a temperature-independent
dissipation. Then we dare omit the subscript 8 in the relevant objects; i.e., instead
of Sg , Rg , Rg , and srfe , we will write respectively S, R, R, and sZ .

Definition 3.1. The trajectory (8, q) = (6,u,m) e (L2(0, 1; n
C°(0, 1; L2(Q)) x sf is the weak solution of the Cauchy problem for the partially
linearized system (2.5) and (3.1) with Eqs. (2.13)—(2.17) and with Re = R if q
fulfills Eq. (2.15) and, for all q € J/ with q(l) = q(l),

[ (-f{q,^-q) + R(q,q-q) + (q-q,<p0l+a08(l>2))dt>f(p0,q(0)-q0), (3.2)
Jo

and, for every z € C°°([0, 1] x Q) with z( 1, •) = 0,

n(-c08z + AV8 • Vz - [a080<p2z] • m) dx dt = [ dQz(0,-)dx. (3.3)
i Jq

In view of (3.2), the resulting system remains nonlinear; that is why we called it
an only partially linearized problem.

This simplification enables us to prove the existence of the weak solution even by
a constructive method, which is a good basis for a numerical realization. We use a
semi-implicit discretization in time with an equidistant partition of the time-interval
[0, 1]; r > 0 will be a time step, t ' an integer. For simplicity we keep the spatial
variables continuous, but a further discretization in space can easily be made by a
finite element method; we refer to [15] for discretization of (3.2) while the spatial
discretization of Eq. (3.3) would then be rather standard.

Definition 3.2. For r > 0, the approximate solution (8r, qT) — (0T, ut, qT)
of the partially linearized Cauchy problem will be (8X, qT) € C°(0, 1; H\Q) x Q)
which is a piecewise linear trajectory on particular time intervals [(k - l)x, kx],
k = 1, ... , t-1 , and such that qkx — qx(kx) e Q satisfies the following recurrent
variational inequalities:

T(q* -2q*~l + q*~2, q-q*) + TR(q*-q~X, q - qx) + t2 (q - q\ , <f>0[ +a08kT"V2> > 0
(3.4)

for all q £ Q and k — 1, ... , r 1 and 6kr = 8r(kz) e Hl(Q) satisfies the following
recurrent integral identity:

L<(co(&t - 8X ')z + iXV8kx ■ Vz - (a0d0<p2z) . (m\ - m\ '))rfx = 0 (3.5)

for all z e H[ (Q), with 8® = 80, qx = qQ, and qT 1 = qQ - xp0 .
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Remark 3.1. Conditions (3.4), (3.5) represent merely a semi-implicit discretiza-
tion of the system (2.5) and (3.1):

' k ^ k—1 , k—2\ / k k—1\
~ +   I i np I ti?  1 i P *1/ ^DT ^^ ) + Dtf () + We;-, <) 9 0,

1 ^ /c— 1

Co T "T T - v • (*™T*) = KV2] • Wt "tWt •

Let us note the temperature in the discretized momentum inclusion is retarded; hence
the scheme is not fully implicit.

Proposition 3.1. Let (1.2)—(1.4) be valid. Then for each x > 0 there is at least one
approximate solution (0T, qx) due to Definition 3.2.

Proof. For k = 1 the variational inequality (3.4) is equivalent with the following
minimization problem:

( minimize J(q)
\ (3.6)I subject to q e Q,

where J : P -> E is defined by

J(q) = T(q) + TR(q) + t2¥(0°, q) - T(q, 2q°r - q^) - rR(q, q°T).

Clearly, (3.6) is a convex minimization problem (with a convex, continuous criterion
and the convex, closed domain Q). By (1.2)—(1.4) and by the continuity of the
imbedding //0'(Q) c L2(Q), we have ¥(0°,m) > ^allw||^i(£2) -c with a from
(1.2) and some c depending on ||^IIl2(Q) • Thus the extended total free energy is
coercive on Q: *¥(6®, q) > |a|||^|||2 — c. Taking into account also that, for all q £ (2>

T(q)-f(q,2q°r-q;1) > -T(2q*-q;X) > -oo and R(q)-R(q, q°x) > -R(q°x) > -oo
and that Q is locally compact, the existence of a solution = q] of the above
minimization problem directly follows.

Hav
ments.

— 1 2
Then we can proceed recursively for k — 2, ... , t to construct successively qr ,

02 , qT3 , etc. □
We will assume the Rayleigh dissipative energy R coercive in the sense that, for

some a, , a2> 0 and all qt = (w(, m() e Q, i — 1,2,

^(^1 — #2) — IIM1 — W2II//(J(£2) ̂2 H9*2 * (W1 — ̂ 2)11 L2(Cl) " (3-7)

In other words, (3.7) makes the system dumped enough (by the way, more than it
was necessary in [13]). Note that always (p2 • m e L (Q) because of (1.3); hence
(3.7) is actually realizable. Note that (2.2) implies R is bounded on Q in the sense
that, for some C < +00 and all q e Q,

R(q)<C(l + IIMH2) (3.8)

Having 6x and qj , we can obtain the solution 0^ of Eq. (3.5) by standard argu-
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holds because
ll'S'*/(")llL2(/xn) = SUP (i(u),SZ)

"L2(/x!l)—'

< ||(i, x) ~ d(i, x, Vw(x))||L2(/xn) < C( 1 + ||w||H.(n))

for any u e Hq (Q). For a e L°°(Q), let us still abbreviate a = essinf na(jc:) and
a = ess supxena(x). Moreover, the superscript "I" used, e.g., in (3.13) denotes a
piecewise linear continuous interpolation in time.

Proposition 3.2. Let (1.2)—(1.4), (2.2), and (3.7) be valid, ^>0, A > 0, 90 e
L°°(Q), and (6X, qx) = (9X, ux, mt) be an approximate solution due to Definition
3.2. Then the following a priori estimates hold with Cf independent of i:

max |||«TW||| <C0, (3.9)

II"tIIl°°(0, 1 ;L2(0))nZ.2(0,1 ' (3.10)

11*^ ^tIIl2((0, l)x/xfi) - ^2 ' (3-11)
II ®x Hl°°(0 ,1 ; //' (£2))n//' (0,1; L2(C1)) — ̂ 3' (3-12)

H^"Tllff'(0,1- Q* (3.13)
k—1 kProof. We can put q = qx e Q into (3.4) and z = 9X into (3.5), which gives

A, k - k— 1 k—2 k k-1. ~ k k-l. 2. k k-1 , .
T(qx-2qr + qx , qx - qx ) + 2iR(qx - qx ) + t (qx - qx .^oi>m4x

. 2, k-l k ak-1 , . 1 '
< t (<?T , Q0 T ^2)

and

= K0O^ > ?2 ' - Wj"1)) • (3.15)
We divide (3.14) by t and then sum it with Eq. (3.15). To estimate the left-hand
side, we use the obvious estimates T(qk -2qk~l + qx~2, qx -qx~l) > T(qk -qk~1)-
T(qk~l - qk~2) and (c06kr - c09k~l, 9k) > \(c09k , 9k) -\{c09k~X > O . while for
the right-hand side we use the estimates

/ 1 ^ r\ k 1 / \ / f\k 1 / k 1 Ic\»
(qx -qT,ao0x <p2) = {a0ex ,<p2»{mx -mt))

—2
Tan„^-1„2 . T£

2

and similarly
-2 Jt-'\

/ a ak ( k k~h\ / Ta011/3 1,2 11/3^112 , TE I qx~qx \
{a060dx , tp 2*imT mx )) ^ 2g ^ °l'LOO(n)H T Hi2(n) a2 I t J'

Then we take e < a2 to absorb both the terms tea^R{{qk - qx~1)/t) in the left-
hand side and then use the discrete Gronwall inequality to treat the remaining terms.
This gives eventually

itfHi'm + T ("'7' ) + + £' + R ) s c
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 j 2
for all k — \, x with some C depending on Cq , X, ||0o||L«>(a), Q0 , T(p0),
and (q0, 0O1). This gives immediately the estimate (3.11) and the first part of (3.10),
and also (3.9) when taking (1.2) into consideration.

The rest of (3.10) follows from (3.7) with (3.11): ||mt||^2(0 l-z^n)) ^ ai~lJo
< (2a,)_1C22 < C, .

The estim
which yields

k k— 1 ^
+ ̂ IIViv0,,ni,(n)-^||vav<

The estimate (3.12) will be obtained by putting z = 6x - 9x 1 into Eq. (3.5),

For 0 < e < 2co(ao||0o||ioo(n)) 2 we can absorb the first right-hand-side term, and

by summing successively for k and using (3.11), which implies /0' R(qz)dt < \C\,
we get the estimate of dT in L2((0, 1) x Q) and of V#T in L°°(0, 1; L2{Cl)).

We go on to (3.13). Let us take some z e //0'(£2) and put q = i{ux - z) into
(3.4); for the imbedding i: (Q) -> Q, see Sec. 0. Realizing that §-tu\ is piecewise
constant in time with ^/Q§-,u\ - x~2SQ(qx - 2qkr~x + qx2) for t e {{k - l)i, kx)
(see Eq. (2.1)) and using the identity s/gz = 5"q(/(m^ - z) - qx), we get the estimate

£ f;"!' Z) ~ qr - ?) + (tff ^Ol +C*0(?-t^2>
01 ' L2(Cl)

s swhere <7T is the step function corresponding to <7t; this means qx (/) = qr(kx) for
t € ((k — 1)t, kx), and d^T denotes the retarded step function corresponding to
dT, that means QS_x{t) = QSx(t - x) with 6S_r{t) = 60 for 0 < t < x. The rest
is nearly the same as in [13, Sec. 3] provided we use additionally an estimate of
(^f - <7, qo^-t^2) : *n v^ew (1-3) we can see that

\(i(u), a00<t>2)\ = l^a0dcp2(Vu)dx\<c{\ + \\e\\i2(n) + l!Mll«,j(«))

with some c depending on a0 and C and b from (1.3), and therefore by continuity
we have |(q, ao002)| < c(l + ||0||^(£J) + llkll|2) for any q e Q, which enables the
estimate

(is, - i ■ < c(2 + 2||e!Illi!(m + lll«fIII2 + ll«f - zlli;»,
<c(2 + 2C] + 3C02 + 2||z||^,(1!|). O
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Now we will show the convergence of the approximate solutions (8X, qx). We
denote

C(°. = [0' 11-^V/eF: {q(-),f)eL°°(0, 1)},
endowed with the topology induced projectively via all the mappings q i-> (q(-), f)
from the weak* topology of L°°(0, 1).

Proposition 3.3. Let the assumptions (1.2)—(1.4), (2.2), and (3.7) be fulfilled, 6>0 €
L°°( Q) » Cq > 0, A > 0, and g > 0, and the measure on I have a countable
base in the sense of [8, Sec. 52], Then there exists a subsequence {(6x, qx)}x>0 =
{(8x, ux, WJT)}T>0 (denoted by the same indices, for simplicity) and a cluster point
q = (u, m) in L™(0, 1; P) of the sequence {<7T}T>0 such that Eq. (2.15) is fulfilled
and

4>o\) <?(•)» ̂ oi> weakly* in L°°(0, 1), (3.16)
ux —► u weakly* in L°°(0, 1; L2(£2)), (3.1V)

S*qx-+S*q weakly in L2((0, 1) x / x £2), (3.18)
1 2(p2 • mx —> ty2 * m weakly in H (0, 1; L (£2)), (3.19)

0x-+0 weakly* in L°°(0, 1; //'(Q)) n //'(0, 1;L2(Q)),
(3.20)

and every (0, q) thus obtained is the weak solution due to Definition 3.1.
Proof. It suffices simply to modify the proof from [13, Theorem 4.1]. Since (3.20)

follows immediately from (3.12) and the convergence in the terms c06x and V •
(AV#t) in the heat transfer equation is standard, we must only prove (3.19) and
the convergence of the terms f0' (q - qx , aG6s_xcp2) dt and fj fn aQ60z[(p2 • mx\ dx dt
resulting from our semi-implicit discretization. As for (3.18), let us only remark that

2 2the countable base of the measure on / ensures L (/) (and thus also L ((0, 1) x
I x Q)) to be separable (cf. [8, Sec. 52]), which ensures metrizability of the weak
topology restricted on bounded subsets.

As for (3.19), let us note that (3.7) and (3.11) imply ||q>2 • wt||L2((0 ^xn) <

(2a-,)~'/2C2; therefore, we may suppose that the subsequence has been chosen so
that

<p2»mx—>y weakly in//'(0, 1 ; L2(Q)). (3.21)

We want to show y = . Let us take some £ e L"(£2), hence e Car(Q; R").
By the definition of the topology of L~(0, 1; P), /0' ij(t)(m(t), £<p2) dt is a cluster
point of the sequence of /J rj(t)(mx(t), £q>2) dt for every t] £ Ll(0,1). Obviously,
f0' rj(t)(mx(t), £<p2) dt = ffj fn rj(t)^(x)[tp2 • mx(t)](x) dx dt. Since the linear hull of

1 2the collection {^} is dense in L (0, 1; L (£2)), we have (p2 •m as a weak* cluster
point of <p2 • mx in L°°(0, 1; L2(£2)). Comparing it with (3.21) yields y = (p2» m
and hence (3.19).
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By the estimate ||<p2 • wf - <p2 . /nT||L2((0>1)x0) = \/W$\\<P2 • ™r\\L\{o, i)xQ) ^
y/r/(6a2)C2, we can see that cp2 • msx converges weakly in L2((0, 1) x Q) to the
same limit as tp2» mT, that means to <p2» m . In view of (3.19), 6Z —> 9 strongly

2 Sin L ((0, 1) x Q), and evidently also d_T converges to the same limit because

ll0-r - 0TllL2((o,i)xfi) = \A73||0r||L2((oj |)xQ) < y/&C3. All this allows the limit
passage /„'(q - <?f, a0ds_r<fi2) dt = {aQ0s_x ,(p2*{m- m?)) — (a06 ,<p2»{rh- m)) =
/q (<7 — Q , Q:q002) dt .

The remaining limit passage f0' fQ aQd0z[(p2 • wT] dxdt —» /J /Q qo0oz[^2 • m] tic dt
is a direct consequence of (3.19). □

Let us still note that joining Propositions 3.1 and 3.3 gives the existence of a weak
solution of the partially linearized model due to Definition 3.1.
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